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Unknown suspect took victim's pickup from her driveway where it was warming up.
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On 11/01/15 at about 8:53am, I was sent to 1526 Oregon Avenue regarding a stolen vehicle
complaint.

Upon arrival, I was met outside by victim Alicia DeDios and a male subject that I assumed was her 
significant other.  He did not speak English.

Alicia DeDios stated in substance that the truck was parked in the driveway with the engine running
to warm up.  They heard the truck leaving and looked outside to see the truck backing out of the
driveway and going north on Oregon Avenue.  The (male subject) gave chase in another car.  He
lost the pickup when it crested the hill on Oregon Avenue.  The suspect was a white male, about 40
to 45 years old, wearing a tan hooded jacket.  The suspect had reddish facial hair.

I obtained a signed stolen vehicle form from Alicia DeDios.  It is included with this report.

I provided the information about the vehicle to 911 Dispatch.  They entered the stolen pickup into
LEDS/NCIC and sent a local APB.

Request case suspension pending recovery of vehicle.
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INVESTIGATION:

On 11/1/2015 at 6:00 pm, I was assigned to the Klamath Falls Police Department's (KFPD) Patrol Division as the shift

supervisor.  I was wearing a police uniform displaying a badge, and operating a marked patrol vehicle equipped with

emergency lights and siren.  I conducted our shift's briefing at the beginning of our tour of duty, and we received

information of a stolen vehicle that was taken by KFPD Officer Gavin earlier in the day.  (Refer to Officer Gavin's initial

report for further details.)  The stolen vehicle was described as a white 2001 Dodge 1500 pickup bearing Oregon

license 079GHS.

On 11/2/2015 at approximately 12:03 am, I heard KFPD Officer Paul Johnson advise over the police radio that he

located the stolen vehicle at Klamath Avenue / Spring Street.  Officer Johnson requested additional police units to

respond to his location to assist in the traffic stop.  KFPD Officer Ben Krueger accompanied by Explorer Isa Daibes and

I responded to the area.

While en route to Officer Johnson's location, I heard him say over the police radio that he was conducting the traffic

stop in the alley behind Gino's Market.  Officer Krueger and I were traveling northbound on East Main Street near

Wantland Avenue at the time Officer Johnson initiated the traffic stop.  A few seconds later, I heard over the police

radio that the suspect vehicle was attempting to elude Officer Johnson and was traveling on East Main Street towards

Dickey's Market (southeast direction of travel).

Officer Krueger and I engaged our emergency lights and siren and expedited our response.  As I was slowing down to

clear the intersection of East Main Street and Orchard Avenue, I saw Officer Krueger traveling past the intersection of  

East Main Street / Stukel Street, and he immediately turned his patrol vehicle around.  As he approached the

intersection, the suspect vehicle drove past him at a high rate of speed.  Officer Krueger then took primary position

and began pursuing the vehicle.  Officer Johnson then became the secondary position of the pursuit and began

updating speeds, directions of travel, and pedestrian / vehicle traffic conditions.

I turned east on Orchard Avenue and I contacted KFPD Officer Jeff Hutcheson over the police radio and advised him to  

look for a location to conduct a pursuit intervention by deploying spike strips to stop the suspect vehicle.  I heard

KCSO Deputy Ryan Kaber advise on the police radio he was at Washburn Way / Orchard Avenue with spike strips.  As I

approached Martin Street, I saw the suspect vehicle travel south on Division Street at a high rate of speed and made

no attempt to stop at the intersection which has stop signs for north and south traffic on Division Street.

Officers Krueger and Johnson continued to pursue the suspect vehicle south on Division Street.  Officer Johnson

advised the speeds were approximately 40 miles per hour and no vehicle or pedestrian traffic.  I was trailing behind

the pursuing units and could see them and the suspect vehicles south on Division Street.  The suspect vehicle made no  

attempt to even slow down through all of the intersections, and completely disobeyed the stop signs posted on

Division Street at Darrow Avenue, Applegate Avenue, Reclamation Avenue, and Eberlein Avenue.

I saw one patrol vehicle vehicle turn west on Eberlein Avenue as the other patrol vehicle continued following the

suspect vehicle south.  I turned west on Reclamation Avenue and continued to East Main Street to attempt to get into

a position to deploy spike strips in the event the suspect vehicle turned north on East Main Street.

I heard one of the pursuing police officers say over the police radio the suspect vehicle was west on South 6th Street.

I asked what speeds and road conditions were and Officer Johnson advised they were traveling approximately 80

miles per hour over the 6th Street viaduct, and the suspect vehicle was pulling away from them.  I was concerned the

suspect vehicle was going into the downtown area, and there is usually light amount of vehicle and pedestrian traffic

during this time.
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I then heard Officer Krueger advise over the police radio that the suspect vehicle turned left at the fork in the road

where South 6th Street and South 5th Street part.  Officer Krueger advised the suspect vehicle was traveling against

the flow of traffic (westbound) on South 5th Street, which is one way traffic (eastbound).  I was continuously weighing  

the need for immediate apprehension vs the safety of the community, while taking the totality of the circumstances

during this pursuit.  I believed the suspect's immediately apprehension was not worth risking the safety of the public

and all of the officers involved, so I made the decision to terminate the pursuit.  I advised all KFPD police units over

the police radio to terminate the pursuit.  Officer Krueger and Officer Johnson acknowledged my order and both units

terminated the pursuit.  Officer Krueger provided the last known direction of travel of the suspect vehicle to be south

on Pine Street from North 5th Street.

Officer searched the area for the suspect vehicle in the event he stopped and abandoned it.  We did not find the

suspect vehicle in the vicinity after an extensive area check.

At 12:20 am, I heard KCSO Deputy Derek Randall ask over the police radio if the suspect vehicle was a four door

Dodge pickup.  9-1-1 provided Deputy Randall the suspect vehicle description.  A short time later, Deputy Randall

advised he had located the suspect vehicle in the 1200 block of Lakeshore Drive.  He requested a "code 3" response,

and he advised the vehicle had crashed and on fire.  Deputy Randall also advised the vehicle was occupied by one

subject and this subject had labored breathing.

I responded to Deputy Randall's location with lights and siren.  Officer Johnson had arrived a short time before me,

and Officer Krueger and Explorer Daibes arrived about the same time as me.  I saw the suspect vehicle in the lawn of a  

residence just north of Lakeshore Drive.  The suspect vehicle had major damage to the driver's side of the vehicle.

Both   I also saw Deputy Randall's patrol vehicle (a newer model Ford F-350 super duty pickup) further north on the

same lawn.  I asked Deputy Randall if he was okay, and he said yes.  I asked Deputy Randall what had happened, and

he said he saw the suspect vehicle traveling eastbound on Lakeshore Drive as he was traveling westbound.  He turned

around to intercept the suspect vehicle and as he was coming around the blind corner, the suspect vehicle came out

of a driveway and pulled out right in front of him.  He impacted into the driver's side of the truck.  I advised Officer

Johnson to stay with Deputy Randall and maintain observations of him until he can be checked out by medical

personnel.

I had two patrol units block each direction of Lakeshore Drive and conduct traffic control.

KCSO Sergeant Randy Swan was also on scene, and additional OSP and KFPD units arrived on scene a short time later.

I saw several police officers and two citizens rendering medical aide to the driver of the suspect vehicle.  I was advised  

the two citizens on scene were off-duty physicians.  They were able to extricate the suspect driver out of the vehicle

with the assistance of several police officers on scene, and they laid him down on the ground to continue rendering

medical aide to him.

Medical personnel arrived on scene a short time later and took over rendering medical aide to the suspect driver.  The  

suspect driver stopped breathing, and they initiated CPR.  After several minutes and attempting to resuscitate the

driver, medical personnel advised the driver had passed away.

We weren't able to find any form of identification for the suspect driver / decedent, but I saw he had a tattoo on his

chest near his left shoulder.  The tattoo was the letters "CCC".  I asked Officer Johnson to contact the jail and see if  

they could identify the decedent with the tattoo.  Officer Johnson forwarded the information to Sergeant Swan, and

the jail staff was able to provide us with the name "Matthew Colligan".  The jail staff advised this subject also had a

tattoo of a lion on his upper left shoulder blade area.  We decided to wait for the medical examiner to arrive on scene

before moving the decedent to check for the other tattoo for identification purposes.
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I contacted KFPD Lieutenant Rob Dentinger via cell phone and briefed him of the chain of events.  He requested OSP

handle the investigation since we were involved in the vehicle pursuit, and KCSO was involved in the vehicle crash.

OSP Lieutenant Jason Westfall arrived on scene and began coordinating his personnel to take over the investigation.

The scene was then released to them.  I was also advised the Klamath County Major Crime Team was being activated

for this investigation.  Detectives arrived on scene and they rolled the decedent over and confirmed he had a lion

tattoo on his upper left shoulder blade.  This tentatively identified the decedent as Matthew Colligan.

Officer Johnson contacted the registered owner of the stolen vehicle and made them aware of the investigation.  He

cleared the vehicle out of LEDS/NCIC and recovered the vehicle.  (Refer to Officer Johnson's supplemental report for

further details.)

I returned to the Klamath Falls Police Department to coordinate some reserve officers to assist in scene security.

Reserve Officer Morgan Crebbins responded to assist with it.

I do not have anything further regarding this case.

ACTION TAKEN:

I downloaded my dash cam video from P-19 from the pursuit onto a DVD.  It was labeled RNR-1 and placed into

evidence.

I also reviewed all of the KFPD reports for all of the patrol officers involved in this case and corresponding dash cam

videos.  It should be noted the decedent did match the suspect description given (other than age) by the victim during  

her statement to Officer Gavin.

The decedent also committed several moving violations and traffic crimes during the pursuit that put the public and

involved police officers in danger due to his actions.

ACTION REQUESTED:

A copy of this report with all the other associated reports for this case forwarded to OSP for their investigation.

CASE STATUS:

Discontinued.
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On Sunday, November 1, 2015, at approximately 6:00 p.m., I was at the Klamath Falls Police Department's briefing

room with several other officers.  Before shift started, we discussed a stolen vehicle which was stolen earlier that day.   

The vehicle was described as a white 2001 Dodge 1500, bearing Oregon license plate 079GHS.

At approximately 12:03 a.m., I heard Officer Johnson advise, on police radio, he had located the stolen vehicle driving

on Klamath Avenue near South Spring Street.  I began responding to Officer Johnson's location and monitored his

radio traffic.

I heard Officer Johnson state the vehicle was turning into an alley way behind Gino's Café (147 East Main Street).  As I

was traveling toward Officer Johnson's location, I heard him state the vehicle was attempting to elude him.  As I

continued to respond, I activated my emergency lights and sirens and continued to monitor Officer Johnson's radio

traffic.  As I approached the intersection of East Main Street and Home Avenue.  I observed the suspect vehicle

traveling west on East Main Street toward my direction.  To avoid pursuing the vehicle head on, I continued straight

onto Stukel Avenue, crossing the path of the suspect vehicle.  I quickly turned around so that my vehicle was facing

East Main Street.

As soon as I was turned around, the suspect vehicle turned towards the front of my patrol car.  The suspect's vehicle

came very close to hitting the front of my patrol car as it traveled past me and onto Home Avenue.  I quickly got

behind the vehicle and began pursuing with my emergency lights and sirens activated.  The vehicle turned right on

Division Street from Home Avenue, and I followed.  I followed the vehicle at a high rate of speed south on Division

Street until the vehicle turned west on Radcliffe Avenue.  While traveling on Division Street we travel through several

intersections controlled by stop signs.  The suspect vehicle made no attempt to stop or slow down as it traveled

through the intersections.

The vehicle continued traveling on Radcliffe Avenue until turning west on South 6th Street.  I observed the vehicle

travel through the intersections of East Main Street and South 6th Street making no attempt to slow down or stop at

the stop signs.  I followed the vehicle from a safe distance west on South 6th Street.

As I pursued the suspect vehicle, I observed Officer Johnson had fallen behind and I could no longer see his patrol

vehicle in my rear view mirror.  As I followed the suspect vehicle west on South 6th Street, it quickly turned left at the

intersection of South 6th Street and South 5th Street and began traveling the wrong way on South 5th Street at a high  

rate of speed.  I observed there were no other vehicles or pedestrians on South 5th Street, so I followed at a safe

distance.  I updated Klamath County 911 dispatch of my location and direction of travel.  As we approached Klamath

Avenue, I heard Sergeant Reynolds advise Klamath Falls Police units to terminate the pursuit.  As I crossed Klamath

Avenue and was approaching Main Street, I turned off my vehicle's emergency lights and sirens.  I observed the

suspect vehicle continue west on North 5th Street, eventually turing south on Pine Street where I lost sight of the

suspect vehicle.  I searched the area to ensure the suspect vehicle did not crash, but I did not locate it.

At approximately 12:21 am, I heard, via police radio, Klamath County Sheriff's Deputy Derek Randall advise he located

the suspect vehicle on the 1200 block of Lakeshore Drive.  Deputy Randall stated the vehicle was crashed and starting

to catch fire.  Deputy Randall stated the vehicle was occupied by one adult male who had shallow breathing.  Deputy

Randall asked Klamath County 911 dispatch to send medical personnel and fire personnel to his location.

When I arrived on scene, I observed the crashed vehicle was the same white Dodge pickup I was in pursuit with

approximately 20 minutes prior.  I observed Klamath County Sheriff's Sergeant Swan and two other subjects, who

identified themselves as off duty doctors, were providing medical care to the male occupant.  I assisted with removing  

the male occupant out of the vehicle and onto the ground where he would receive medical aid.  The male occupant

was later pronounced deceased at the scene.
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I had no further involvement in this case.

End of report.
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On Monday, November 2nd, 2015 at around 12:03 am, I was driving on Klamath Avenue
approaching Broad Street, when I saw a white in color Dodge truck stopped on Broad Street at
Klamath Avenue.  I immediately remembered at shift briefing that a white in color Dodge truck had
been reported stolen earlier in the day.  I drove past the truck and glanced at the license plate,
Oregon 079GHS, recognizing it as the stolen vehicle.

I then observed the vehicle turn right and was driving behind me.  I advised dispatch of the
situation, and asked for back-up units to respond to my location.  I continued driving with hopes that
back-up would arrive prior to me initiating a traffic stop on the vehicle.  I turned left onto Spring
Street from Klamath Avenue and drove to the next intersection, which was Spring Street and Main
Street.  I observed that the suspect vehicle stayed at the intersection of Spring Street and Klamath
Avenue until I initiated a right turn onto Main Street from Spring Street.  I could see that the suspect
vehicle did turn left onto Spring Street, however, I lost sight of it as I was traveling under the railroad 
bridge on Main Street.

I chose to speed up and turn around on East Main Street, to see if the suspect vehicle continued to
follow behind me. I then saw the vehicle traveling under the railroad bridge and drove past me on
Main Street.  I could see only one person in the vehicle, and could tell the driver was male.  I
initiated a traffic stop on the vehicle by activating my overhead emergency lights.  The vehicle
pulled to the right and then took a right turn into the alley between East Main Street and Martin
Street off of Main Street.

The suspect vehicle then turned right again, going through an access next to Gino's.  The suspect
vehicle accelerated once it turned left onto East Main.  I gave dispatch the direction of the suspect
vehicle, and attempted to catch up to it, with my lights and siren activated.  The suspect vehicle was 
traveling at a high rate of speed, I did not see any other traffic or people on East Main Street.

As I was approaching East Main Street and Home Avenue, I saw Officer Krueger traveling north on
East Main Street, crossing the path of the suspect vehicle.  Officer Krueger turned around on Stukel 
Avenue to face the suspect vehicle as it drove by him on Home Avenue.

Officer Krueger pursued the suspect vehicle, while I traveled behind Officer Krueger.  The suspect
vehicle turned right on Division Street from Home Avenue and stayed on Division Street until it
turned right onto Radcliffe Avenue.  I was having difficulty keeping up with Officer Krueger.  When
the suspect vehicle turned onto Radcliffe Avenue, I diverted by turning right onto Eberlein Avenue
and drove to East Main Street, where I saw a glimpse of Officer Krueger as he continued pursuing
the vehicle onto South 6th Street from Radcliffe Avenue.  By the time I reached South 6th Street, I
saw Officer Krueger pursuing the suspect vehicle over the South 6th Street viaduct.

Officer Krueger advised dispatch that the suspect vehicle had gotten onto 5th Street from where 5th 
Street and 6th Street merge.  Officer Krueger advised dispatch the suspect vehicle was traveling at
a high rate of speed against the flow of traffic on 5th Street.  At that time Sergeant Reynolds
terminated the pursuit.  Officer Krueger advised he last saw the suspect vehicle traveling south on
Pine Street from North 5th Street.

I turned off my overhead emergency lights and siren, and slowed down.  I continued on a path of 
where the suspect vehicle may have traveled in case it wrecked.  Officer Krueger, Sergeant
Reynolds, and Officer Hutcheson, also assisted checking the area for the suspect vehicle in case it
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was involved in a crash.

At around 12:21 am, Klamath County Sheriff's Office Deputy Derek Randall advised over the radio
that he was out with the suspect vehicle in the 1200 block of Lakeshore Drive.  Deputy Randall
advised the suspect vehicle was on fire and a male was still in the vehicle, in need of medical
assistance.

Upon arriving at the location, I saw Sergeant Randy Swan at the passenger door of the suspect
vehicle with two unidentified citizens, who appeared to be trying to assist Sergeant Swan.  I
contacted Deputy Randall, he stated there was a person still inside the vehicle.  Other law
enforcement units arrived while I was looking inside the vehicle from the driver's side.  I looked
inside the vehicle without entering, as I wanted to see if there were any weapons located near the
person inside the vehicle.

The vehicle was the same 2001 Dodge truck, that had fled from me around 20 minutes earlier.  The
male inside the vehicle, was the only occupant in the vehicle.  The vehicle was heavily damaged,
with the driver's side of the vehicle being caved in.

Sergeant Swan, Officer Krueger, and an unidentified male citizen were able to remove the male
occupant from the vehicle and lay him on the ground on his back.  Fire/Medical arrived and
provided medical aid.

After the male was pronounced deceased, I took a photograph of the tattoo that was on his chest.  I
asked Sergeant Swan if he would call the Klamath County Jail and use the tattoo to try and locate a
possible identity of the male, as no identification could be located at that time.  A short time later,
Sergeant Swan was able to tentatively identify the deceased male as Matthew Colligan, date of 
birth 5-23-1987.

I then went to 1529 Oregon Avenue and contacted the registered owner of the stolen vehicle, to
inform her of the circumstances involving her vehicle.  I advised Alicia DeDios-Villanueva that her  
vehicle would be at the crash location for an unknown amount of time due to the investigation being
conducted. Ms. DeDios-Villanueva requested that M&C Towing recover the vehicle.

End of report.
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ADDITIONAL IDENTIFIERS:

STOLEN VALUE

1-R

LICENSE PLATE

TYPE OF VEHICLE

Automobiles

DAMAGE AMOUNT

STOLEN AGENCY STOLEN DATE RECOVERED VALUE RECOVERED AGENCY RECOVERED DATE

STORAGE LOCATION TOW COMPANY PHONE

PAGEID NUMBERSUPERVISOR REVIEWDATEID NUMBEROFFICER'S NAME

CASE NUMBERKlamath Falls
Police Department

4

1503004
CASE REPORT

SUPPLEMENT VEHICLES

39931 11/02/2015 33151REYNOLDS, ROBJOHNSON, PAUL

Printed: 11/19/2015 08:42



ITEM

1PJ1

DVD, PURSUIT VIDEO (KRUEGER)

E

REASON QTY. BRAND MODEL SERIAL NO. $ VALUE $ RECOV.

STATUSDESCRIPTION

ITEM

1PJ2

DVD, PURSUIT VIDEO (JOHNSON)

E

REASON QTY. BRAND MODEL SERIAL NO. $ VALUE $ RECOV.

STATUSDESCRIPTION

ITEM

1PJ3

CD, CRASH SCENE IMAGES

E

REASON QTY. BRAND MODEL SERIAL NO. $ VALUE $ RECOV.

STATUSDESCRIPTION

Klamath Falls
Police Department

CASE NUMBER

SUPERVISOR REVIEW PAGE

5

1503004
CASE REPORT

SUPPLEMENT PROPERTY

OFFICER'S NAME

39931

ID NUMBER DATE

11/02/2015

D NUMBER

33151REYNOLDS, ROBJOHNSON, PAUL

Printed: 11/19/2015 08:42














































































